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A Walk To Remember Nicholas Sparks
A teacher's guide but with a flair! The teacher's guide includes background information on the novel, strategies for
teaching the novel, and literary analysis of the novel, including voice, imagery, symbolism, and setting. Also includes a
printed interview with Sparks.
In this “hauntingly beautiful story about love, family, and relationships,” a mysterious dog helps an elderly man in his final
days (Archbishop Desmond Tutu). After Sam Peek’s beloved wife Cora dies, his children are worried about him. After
fifty-seven years of marriage, they are unsure how their elderly father will survive on his own. They talk about him as if he
can’t hear them, questioning how he’ll run a farm, drive his truck, or live by himself. When Sam tells his children about a
white dog who visits him, yet seems invisible to everyone else, they are sure that grief and old age have taken a toll on
their father. But, real or not, the creature soothes Sam’s grief and ultimately reconciles him with his own mortality. In this
bittersweet story of love, grief, and coming to terms with death, “master storyteller” Terry Kay takes readers on Sam’s
journey with his white dog, bringing solace and comfort to the inevitable transition that all must make (The Atlanta JournalConstitution).
A single father discovers the true nature of unconditional love after a new chance at happiness turns his world upside
down in this New York Times bestseller. At 32, Russell Green has it all: a stunning wife, a lovable six year-old daughter,
a successful career as an advertising executive and an expansive home in Charlotte. He is living the dream, and his
marriage to the bewitching Vivian is the center of that. But underneath the shiny surface of this perfect existence, fault
lines are beginning to appear...and no one is more surprised than Russ when he finds every aspect of the life he took for
granted turned upside down. In a matter of months, Russ finds himself without a job or wife, caring for his young
daughter while struggling to adapt to a new and baffling reality. Throwing himself into the wilderness of single parenting,
Russ embarks on a journey at once terrifying and rewarding--one that will test his abilities and his emotional resources
beyond anything he ever imagined. When a chance encounter with an old flame tempts him to take a chance on love
again, he will navigate this new opportunity with trepidation and wonder. But with the loyal support of his parents and his
wise older sister Marge, and in the hard-won lessons of fatherhood, Russ will finally come to understand the true nature
of unconditional love--that it is a treasure to be bestowed, never earned.
Everything has its weird side-- even sports! Add wacky stats, facts, and stories to your arsenal of spots trivia with this
new addition to the very popular Weird but True series!
In this New York Times bestseller, follow the author of The Notebook as he travels the world with his brother learning
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about faith, loss, connection, and hope. As moving as his bestselling works of fiction, Nicholas Sparks's unique memoir,
written with his brother, chronicles the life-affirming journey of two brothers bound by memories, both humorous and
tragic. In January 2003, Nicholas Sparks and his brother, Micah, set off on a three-week trip around the globe. It was to
mark a milestone in their lives, for at thirty-seven and thirty-eight respectively, they were now the only surviving members
of their family. Against the backdrop of the wonders of the world and often overtaken by their feelings, daredevil Micah
and the more serious, introspective Nicholas recalled their rambunctious childhood adventures and the tragedies that
tested their faith. And in the process, they discovered startling truths about loss, love, and hope. Narrated with
irrepressible humor and rare candor, and including personal photos, Three Weeks with My Brother reminds us to
embrace life with all its uncertainties . . . and most of all, to cherish the joyful times, both small and momentous, and the
wonderful people who make them possible.
From the New York Times bestselling author of This Time Next Year comes a heartwarming and hilarious tale that asks:
What if you picked up the wrong suitcase and fell head over heels for its mystery owner? Hopeless romantic and lifestyle
reporter Laura’s business trip to the Channel Islands isn’t off to a great start. After an embarrassing encounter with the
most attractive man she’s ever seen in real life, she arrives at her hotel and realizes she’s grabbed the wrong suitcase
from the airport. Her only consolation is its irresistible contents, each of which intrigues her more and more. The owner of
this suitcase is clearly Laura’s dream man. Now, all she has to do is find him. Besides, what are the odds that she’d find
The One on the same island where her parents first met and fell in love, especially as she sets out to write an article
about their romance? Commissioning surly cab driver Ted to ferry her around seems like her best bet in both tracking
down the mystery suitcase owner and retracing her parents’ footsteps. But as Laura’s mystery man proves difficult to
find—and as she uncovers family secrets—she may have to reimagine the life, and love, she always thought she wanted.
Fall in love with this small-town love story about a widower sheriff and a divorced schoolteacher who are searching for
second chances -- only to be threatened by long-held secrets of the past. Miles Ryan's life seemed to end the day his
wife was killed in a hit-and-run accident two years ago. As deputy sheriff of New Bern, North Carolina, he not only grieves
for her and worries about their young son Jonah but longs to bring the unknown driver to justice. Then Miles meets Sarah
Andrews, Jonah's second-grade teacher. A young woman recovering from a difficult divorce, Sarah moved to New Bern
hoping to start over. Tentatively, Miles and Sarah reach out to each other...soon they are falling in love. But what neither
realizes is that they are also bound together by a shocking secret, one that will force them to reexamine everything they
believe in-including their love.
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful woman running from her past slowly falls for a kind-hearted
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store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new life. When a mysterious young woman named Katie appears
in the small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival raises questions about her past. Beautiful yet selfeffacing, Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties until a series of events draws her into two reluctant
relationships: one with Alex, a widowed store owner with a kind heart and two young children; and another with her
plainspoken single neighbor, Jo. Despite her reservations, Katie slowly begins to let down her guard, putting down roots
in the close-knit community and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his family. But even as Katie begins to fall in
love, she struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering
journey across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With Jo's empathetic and stubborn support, Katie
eventually realizes that she must choose between a life of transient safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and that in the
darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.
WITH A FEATURETTE, SCENES FROM THE FILM, MOVIE STILLS, AND MORE! IN THEATERS FEBRUARY 5, 2016! Starring
Benjamin Walker, Teresa Palmer, Maggie Grace, Alexandra Daddario and Tom Welling #1 New York Times bestseller Nicholas
Sparks turns his unrivaled talents to a new tale about love found and lost, and the choices we hope we'll never have to make.
Travis Parker has everything a man could want: a good job, loyal friends, even a waterfront home in small-town North Carolina. In
full pursuit of the good life - boating, swimming , and regular barbecues with his good-natured buddies -- he holds the vague
conviction that a serious relationship with a woman would only cramp his style. That is, until Gabby Holland moves in next door.
Spanning the eventful years of young love, marriage and family, THE CHOICE ultimately confronts us with the most
heartwrenching question of all: how far would you go to keep the hope of love alive?
WITH FEATURETTES FROM NICHOLAS SPARKS AND THE MOVIE CAST, DELETED SCENES, MUSIC VIDEO, AND MORE!
IN THEATERS OCTOBER 17, 2014! Starring Michelle Monaghan, James Marsden, Luke Bracey, and Liana Liberator "Everyone
wanted to believe that endless love was possible. She'd believed in it once, too, back when she was eighteen." In the spring of
1984, high school students Amanda Collier and Dawson Cole fell deeply, irrevocably in love. Though they were from opposite
sides of the tracks, their love for one another seemed to defy the realities of life in the small town of Oriental, North Carolina. But
as the summer of their senior year came to a close, unforeseen events would tear the young couple apart, setting them on
radically divergent paths. Now, twenty-five years later, Amanda and Dawson are summoned back to Oriental for the funeral of
Tuck Hostetler, the mentor who once gave shelter to their high school romance. Neither has lived the life they imagined . . . and
neither can forget the passionate first love that forever changed their lives. As Amanda and Dawson carry out the instructions Tuck
left behind for them, they realize that everything they thought they knew -- about Tuck, about themselves, and about the dreams
they held dear -- was not as it seemed. Forced to confront painful memories, the two former lovers will discover undeniable truths
about the choices they have made. And in the course of a single, searing weekend, they will ask of the living, and the dead: Can
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love truly rewrite the past?
Louisa May Alcott's iconic novel-the beloved portrait of a nineteenth-century New England family in wartime The classic story of
the March family, Little Women has been adored for generations. Now in a vibrant new deluxe edition with an introduction by Jane
Smiley and a cover by Julie Doucet, the novel follows the lives of four sisters-tomboyish Jo, beautiful Meg, fragile Beth, and
romantic Amy-as they come of age while their father is fighting in the Civil War. Since 1868, readers have rooted for Laurie in his
pursuit of Jo's hand, cried over the family's tragedy, and dreamed of traveling through Europe with old Aunt March and Amy. In this
simple, enthralling tale, Louisa May Alcott has created four of American literature's most beloved women.
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of silence, and religion
professor Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
"A Love Story to Remember" reveals the intrinsic realities of our need to love and be loved. There is something about hearing the
words, 'I love you' that enriches our lives even though its meaning is endless. Leona Tillard, a soldier of the United States Army,
woke up one day drowning in the sea of love. 'I love you' ruled her life. She knows God loves her, but she does not know who He
has chosen for her to love. Sometimes God speaks through others to reveal answers we seek. Are you chosen to reveal her true
love?
NTC's Dictionary of Literary Terms contains nearly 600 terms, concepts, and critical theories--all defined, explained, and illustrated
in clear easy-to-understand language.
Growing up desolate under the eye of a resentful great aunt on an Iowa farm, Marie-Ange Hawkins dreams of returning to the
French chateau where she lived before she had been orphaned, but when she finally does so, she learns a devastating truth.
Reprint.
Eva is a survivor. They invaded without warning and killed nearly all of humanity, and all she can do to stay sane is keep a journal
about her struggle. Fifty years later, her words are found by Emerson, a young anthropologist sent to the ruins to study what
happened, unlocking a story of hope and defiance.

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLEIn a moment of desolation on a windswept beach, Garrett bottles his words of undying love for
a lost woman, and throws them to the sea. My dearest Catherine, I miss you my darling, as I always do, but today is
particularly hard because the ocean has been singing to me, and the song is that of our life together . . .But the bottle is
picked up by Theresa, a mother with a shattered past, who feels unaccountably drawn to this lonely man. Who are this
couple? What is their story? Beginning a search that will take her to a sunlit coastal town and an unexpected
confrontation, it is a tale that resonates with everlasting love and the enduring promise of redemption.NIGHTS IN
RODANTHETwo fragile people. One desperate second chance.Reeling and desolate, Adrienne Willis needs space to
rethink her life after her husband leaves her for a younger woman. Fleeing everything, she jumps at the chance to look
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after her friend's guesthouse in the coastal town of Rodanthe, North Carolina. But there is a storm heading for Adrienne,
in more ways than she can imagine.Stranded and isolated as the weather closes in, Adrienne has only one guest: Paul
Flanner, a man running from his own shattered past. Taking refuge, Paul and Adrienne have only each other to turn to.
Against all the odds, their one weekend sets in motion feelings that will resonate through the rest of their lives.
The perfect companion to Nicholas Sparks' "A Walk to Remember," this study guide contains a chapter by chapter
analysis of the book, a summary of the plot, and a guide to major characters and themes. BookCap Study Guides do not
contain text from the actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book. We all need
refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to
understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
Narrator Landen Carter recalls 1958, his last year in high school, when Jamie, the reserved daughter of a local Baptist
minister, revealed to him the secrets of the human heart. (General Fiction)
Rediscover the unforgettable, heart-wrenching romance set in post-World War II North Carolina, about a young socialite
who can't forget the boy who once stole her heart--now one of PBS's Top 100 "Great American Reads." Every so often a
love story so captures our hearts that it becomes more than a story-it becomes an experience to remember forever. The
Notebook is such a book. It is a celebration of how passion can be ageless and timeless, a tale that moves us to laughter
and tears and makes us believe in true love all over again... At thirty-one, Noah Calhoun, back in coastal North Carolina
after World War II, is haunted by images of the girl he lost more than a decade earlier. At twenty-nine, socialite Allie
Nelson is about to marry a wealthy lawyer, but she cannot stop thinking about the boy who long ago stole her heart. Thus
begins the story of a love so enduring and deep it can turn tragedy into triumph, and may even have the power to create
a miracle...
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, a moving novel of families separated and lives shattered by
prejudice during one of the most shameful episodes in American history. A man ahead of his time, Japanese college
professor Masao Takashimaya of Kyoto had a passion for modern ideas that was as strong as his wife’s belief in ancient
traditions. His eighteen-year-old daughter, Hiroko, torn between her mother’s traditions and her father’s wishes,
boarded the SS Nagoya Maru to come to California for an education and to make her father proud. It was August 1941.
From the ship, she went to the Palo Alto home of her uncle, Takeo, and his family. To Hiroko, California was a different
world. Her cousins had become more American than Japanese. And much to Hiroko’s surprise, Peter Jenkins, her
uncle’s assistant at Stanford, became an unexpected link between her old world and her new. On December 7, Pearl
Harbor is bombed by the Japanese. Within hours, war is declared and suddenly Hiroko has become an enemy in a
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foreign land. On February 19, Executive Order 9066 is signed by President Roosevelt, giving the military the power to
remove the Japanese from their communities at will. Takeo and his family are given ten days to sell their home, give up
their jobs, and report to a relocation center, along with thousands of other Japanese and Japanese Americans, to face
their destinies there. Families are divided, people are forced to abandon their homes, their businesses, their freedom,
and their lives. Danielle Steel portrays not only the human cost of that terrible time in history, but also the remarkable
courage of a people whose honor and dignity transcended the chaos that surrounded them. Silent Honor reveals the
stark truth about the betrayal of Americans by their own government . . . and the triumph of a woman caught between
cultures and determined to survive.
In this New York Times bestseller, a single mother sets out to find the North Carolina man who sent a message meant for
someone else . . . and the journey may change her life forever. Divorced and disillusioned about relationships, Theresa
Osborne is jogging when she finds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing to "Catherine," signed
simply "Garrett." Challenged by the mystery and pulled by emotions she doesn't fully understand, Theresa begins a
search for this man that will change her life. What happens to her is unexpected, perhaps miraculous-an encounter that
embraces all our hopes for finding someone special, for having a love that is timeless and everlasting.... Nicholas Sparks
exquisitely chronicles the human heart. In his first bestselling novel, The Notebook, he created a testament to romantic
love that touched readers around the world. Now in this New York Times bestseller, he renews our faith in destiny, in the
ability of lovers to find each other no matter where, no matter when...
In the romantic tradition of Dear John, an injured Navy doctor meets two extremely important women whose secrets will
change the course of his life in this #1 New York Times bestseller. Trevor Benson never intended to move back to New
Bern, North Carolina. But when a mortar blast outside the hospital where he worked sent him home from Afghanistan
with devastating injuries, the dilapidated cabin he'd inherited from his grandfather seemed as good a place to regroup as
any. Tending to his grandfather's beloved beehives, Trevor isn't prepared to fall in love with a local . . . yet, from their very
first encounter, Trevor feels a connection with deputy sheriff Natalie Masterson that he can't ignore. But even as she
seems to reciprocate his feelings, she remains frustratingly distant, making Trevor wonder what she's hiding. Further
complicating his stay in New Bern is the presence of a sullen teenage girl, Callie, who lives in the trailer park down the
road. Trevor hopes Callie can shed light on the mysterious circumstances of his grandfather's death, but she offers few
clues--until a crisis triggers a race to uncover the true nature of Callie's past, one more intertwined with the elderly man's
passing than Trevor could ever have imagined. In his quest to unravel Natalie and Callie's secrets, Trevor will learn the
true meaning of love and forgiveness . . . and that in life, to move forward, we must often return to the place where it all
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began.
Miscast in the media for nearly 130 years, the victims of Jack the Ripper finally get their full stories told in this eyeopening and chilling reminder that life for middle-class women in Victorian London could be full of social pitfalls and peril.
Can you resist the depths of the human heart? It is 1958 and seventeen-year-old Landon is revelling in his youth: dating girls and even
claiming to have been in love. He is a world apart from shy, reclusive Jamie Sullivan, a Baptist's daughter who carries a bible with her school
books, cares for her widowed father and volunteers at the orphanage. But fate will intervene. Forced to partner up at the school dance,
Landon and Jamie embark on a journey of earth-shattering love and agonising loss far beyond their years. In the months that follow, Landon
discovers the true depths of the human heart, and takes a decision that is so stunning it will lead him irrevocably down the road to manhood .
..
Freewheeling fashion magazine editor Fiona Monaghan meets her match--and opposite--in conservative widower John Anderson, who
accompanies her to a Paris couture show and unexpectedly steals her heart, a development that prompts both to adapt their contrasting
lifestyles. Reprint.
Even in a future so bleak the air is unbreathable and healthy blood is used as a currency... integrity, redemption, and loyalty still mean
something. Tommy is on a quest to find a new heart for his dying sister, and Halfpipe is determined to prevent Tommy from getting himself
killed. Together, they will traverse space and time, sacrificing what little they have for the ones they love. A new saga from the creators of
Godkiller, one of Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2015. *Packaged with a bonus insert Blu-ray of the animated film 'Godkiller: Walk Among Us,
' featuring voice performances by Lance Henriksen (Aliens), Davey Havok (singer AFI), Danielle Harris (Halloween), Bill Moseley (The Devil's
Rejects), Justin Pierre (singer Motion City Soundtrack), and Nicki Clyne (Battlestar Galactica), featuring a brand new, previously unreleased
epilogue. Praise for the Godkiller series
In a novel where ancient traditions conflict with reality and the pressures of modern life, a young European princess proves that simplicity,
courage, and dignity win the day and forever alter her world. In blue jeans and a pullover, Princess Christianna is a young woman of her
times: born in Europe, educated in America, worried about the future of the world she lives in, responsible beyond her years. Christianna is
the only daughter of the Reigning Prince of a European nation that takes its royalty seriously–and her father has ironclad plans for
Christianna’s life, a burden that is almost unbearable. Now, after four years at Berkeley, life in her father’s palace cannot distract Christianna
from what she sees outside the kingdom–the suffering of children, the ravages of terrorism and disease. Determined to make a difference in
the world, she persuades His Royal Highness, her father, to let her volunteer for the Red Cross in East Africa. And for Christianna, a journey
of discovery, change, and awakening begins. Under a searing East African sun, Christianna plunges into the dusty, bustling life of an
international relief camp, finding a passion and a calling among the brave doctors and volunteers. Finally free from the scrutiny of her royal
life, Christianna struggles to keep her identity a secret from her new friends and coworkers–even from Parker Williams, the young doctor from
Doctors Without Borders who works alongside Christianna and shares her dedication to healing. But as violence approaches and invades the
camp, and the pressures of her royal life beckon her home, Christianna’s struggle for freedom takes an extraordinary turn. By a simple twist
of fate, in one shocking moment, Christianna’s life is changed forever–in ways she never could have foreseen. From the splendor of a
prince’s palace to the chaos of war-torn nations, Danielle Steel takes us into fascinating new worlds. Filled with unforgettable images and a
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remarkable cast of characters, H.R.H. is a novel of the conflict between old and new worlds, responsibility versus freedom, and duty versus
love.
Treat yourself to an epic #1 New York Times bestselling love story that spans decades and continents as two people at a crossroads -- one
from North Carolina and one from Zimbabwe -- experience the transcendence and heartbreak of true love. Hope Anderson has some
important choices to make. At thirty-six, she's been dating her boyfriend, an orthopedic surgeon, for six years. With no wedding plans in sight,
and her father recently diagnosed with ALS, she decides to use a week at her family's cottage in Sunset Beach, North Carolina, to ready the
house for sale and mull over some difficult decisions about her future. Tru Walls has never visited North Carolina but is summoned to Sunset
Beach by a letter from a man claiming to be his father. A safari guide, born and raised in Zimbabwe, Tru hopes to unravel some of the
mysteries surrounding his mother's early life and recapture memories lost with her death. When the two strangers cross paths, their
connection is as electric as it is unfathomable . . . but in the immersive days that follow, their feelings for each other will give way to choices
that pit family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways. Illuminating heartbreaking regrets and enduring hope, Every Breath
explores the many facets of love that lay claim to our deepest loyalties while asking a life-changing question: How long can a dream survive?
Rose Justice is a young pilot with the Air Transport Auxiliary during the Second World War. On her way back from a semi-secret flight in the
waning days of the war, Rose is captured by the Germans and ends up in Ravensbrück, the notorious Nazi women's concentration camp.
There, she meets an unforgettable group of women, including a once glamorous and celebrated French detective novelist whose Jewish
husband and three young sons have been killed; a resilient young girl who was a human guinea pig for Nazi doctors trying to learn how to
treat German war wounds; and a Nachthexen, or Night Witch, a female fighter pilot and military ace for the Soviet air force. These damaged
women must bond together to help each other survive. In this companion volume to the critically acclaimed novel Code Name Verity,
Elizabeth Wein continues to explore themes of friendship and loyalty, right and wrong, and unwavering bravery in the face of indescribable
evil.
"Daniel Randolph Deal is a Southern aristocrat, having the required bloodline, but little of the nobility. A man resistant to the folly of ethics, he
prefers a selective, self-indulgent morality. He is a confessed hedonist, albeit responsibly so."--Back cover.
Get ready to laugh out loud with this hilarious romantic comedy featuring: A grumpy firefighter who thinks his way is the only way A bubbly
cupcake vendor who thinks her pup can do no wrong Adorable Dalmatians who swap places—and the chaos that ensues An opposites-attract
romance that'll warm your heart Violet March and Sam Nash are as different as night and day and have been enemies ever since Violet
accused Sam of dognapping her beloved Dalmatian. Sam knows that would never happen—his well-trained fire safety demonstration dog
never steps out of line, whereas Violet's problematic pooch has never met a command she didn't ignore completely, much like her bubbly
owner. So when Sprinkles and Cinder accidentally switch places during the annual police vs. fire department softball tournament, Violet is
thrilled by her dog's sudden perfect behavior, while stubborn-yet-charming Sam is horrified to find that his dog no longer listens. But when
they eventually realize and switch the dogs back, Sam and Violet are shocked to find that not everything is as simple as it seems. And a little
puppy love might be just the thing they've been missing... Praise for Teri Wilson: "Teri Wilson is the Queen of Romantic Comedy."—Sarah
Morgan, USA Today bestselling author "A preposterous premise [turned] into delightfully escapist fun."—Kirkus Reviews for The Accidental
Beauty Queen "A delightful romp."—Library Journal Starred Review for Royally Roma
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Two fragile people. One desperate second chance. Reeling and desolate, Adrienne Willis needs space to rethink her life
after her husband leaves her for a younger woman. Fleeing everything, she jumps at the chance to look after her friend's
guesthouse in the coastal town of Rodanthe, North Carolina. But there is a storm heading for Adrienne, in more ways
than she can imagine. Stranded and isolated as the weather closes in, Adrienne has only one guest: Paul Flanner, a man
running from his own shattered past. Taking refuge, Paul and Adrienne have only each other to turn to. Against all the
odds, their one weekend sets in motion feelings that will resonate through the rest of their lives.
A traditional CliffsNotes lit guide but with a flair! The study guide includes: A printed interview with Sparks Comments
throughout by Sparks Author background Introduction to the novel List of characters Summaries and Commentaries
Character analyses Critical Essays
"Spurious Correlations ... is the most fun you'll ever have with graphs."--Bustle Military intelligence analyst and Harvard
Law student Tyler Vigen illustrates the golden rule that "correlation does not equal causation" through hilarious graphs
inspired by his viral website. Is there a correlation between Nic Cage films and swimming pool accidents? What about
beef consumption and people getting struck by lightning? Absolutely not. But that hasn't stopped millions of people from
going to tylervigen.com and asking, "Wait, what?" Vigen has designed software that scours enormous data sets to find
unlikely statistical correlations. He began pulling the funniest ones for his website and has since gained millions of views,
hundreds of thousands of likes, and tons of media coverage. Subversive and clever, Spurious Correlations is geek humor
at its finest, nailing our obsession with data and conspiracy theory.
NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) A WALK TO REMEMBER by Nicholas Sparks STUDENT EDITION "When I was
seventeen, my life changed forever . . . " So begins Nicholas Sparks's touching tale of Landon Carter, a teenage boy
living in the small town of Beaufort, North Carolina in the late 1950s. Landon is a typical teenager who just wants to have
a fun senior year before heading off to college. The last thing he anticipated is Jamie Sullivan, the sweet, pious daughter
of the town's Baptist minister. But on the evening of Beaufort's annual Christmas pageant, Landon will undergo a change
of heart that will forever alter the course of his life. In the months that follow, Landon discovers truths that it takes most
people a lifetime to learn-truths about the nature of beauty, the joy of giving, the pain of loss, and, most of all, the
transformational power of love. With a NOVEL LEARNING SERIES(TM) Student Guide · Questions about the text after
every few chapters check your comprehension · Quizzes throughout help you prepare for standardized tests with SATand ACT-style questions using vocabulary and grammar from the book · Sample writing prompts and essays at the end
guide you through the elements of an above-average, average, and below-average essay-and explain why!
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging
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works of literature. This 46-page guide for "A Walk to Remember" by Nicholas Sparks includes detailed chapter
summaries and analysis covering 13 chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary
analysis. Featured content includes commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes
like Faith, Sickness, and Miracles and Overturning Stereotypes.
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